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8.7 THE GEOMAGNETIC CONTROL OF THE LOWER THERMOSPHERE
WIND SYSTEM OVER EAST SIBERIA
E. S. Kazimirovsky, G. V. Gergasova, E. I. Zhovty, and M. A. Chemigovskaya
SiblZMIR, P. O. Box 4
Irkutsk 33, 664033 USSR
The geomagnetic control of ionospheric D-region dynamics was revealed and
confirmed on the basis of radiophysical wind measurements (1978-1983) over East Siberia.
The monthly mean parameters of the wind system are different for quiet (Kp < 3) and disturbed
.(Kp > 3) conditions. There is an increase in stability of the meridional wind with increasing
level of geomagnetic activity. The influence of geomagnetic storms on the measured wind is
considered on the basis of 31 events. There are effects on the phase of the semidiurnal tidal
wind, but variations of amplitude are weak. The effect of the geomagnetic storm depends on
the intensity and is more clear-cut for the Ap > 100.
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disturbed conditions.
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Figure 2. The variations of absolute differences between quiet and disturbed amplitudes and
phases (aVjk and aTjk).
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Figure 4. The comparison of geomagnetic storm effects for three levels of geomagnetic
activity (V x - zonal, Vv - meridional, D x, D v - dispersions). Superposed epoch method, 0May
with maximal value of'Ap.
